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ABSTRACT
There are five widely-used classes of ,xplosivc-driven fl~lx
ccmJn+essiongenerators. They arc the spiral, conxi.a],st.rjp,plate
and cylindrical implosion systems. l’heconfigurations will he dcscrihcd and the characteristics of the various types comparccl.
There arc a number of tcchnjqucs for shnrp(?n~ngor ~mpcdanccmatchin~ the output pulse of the generators. The usc Of sh’itchingj
fuses ancltransformers wjll bc discussed. Som(?Of the :1]’(!:1s
of ilJlplicatio}lof the generators will lw olltlincdbrief.ly. Fl[lCli of the
recent work at Los Alamos has been directed toward the dcvclopm(?nt
of the plate generator. TlliStypC consists CSSClltjiilly
of a transmission line with explosive slabs on the flat.surfaccsc wiOs~
plates may be parallel or at an angle with respect to each othc!r.
A plane detonation front in the explosjvc allows a large area of
conductor to be driven siml]ltaneously. As a result, the power ancl
current outputs arc very hiflh--- many n]cj;nmpcrcs
at.the terawatt
level. This gcncrntor is pal.ti.cular]y
wel~ suited t.odriving low
impedance plasma dcviccs. The results of wir plat.cgenerator tests
will be cliscussed.

INTRODUCTION
An cxplosi.ve-drivenmagnetic flus comprcssio]l[:~n~riito~
is a
——.

—

—
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device for converting the chemical energy of cx])losivesinto electrical energy. Since the energy content of cxj>losivesis about
S PIJ/kg,it is poss~b]e to construct very light ;ieight,compact power
supplies with high energy and power outputs. The pressure of the
detonating explosive accelerates a portion of the conductor forming
the boundary of the gcneratcr to velocities in the range 0.5-5 km/s.
The geometry is arranged so that the motion of the conductor decreases the inductance of the generator. If there is an initial
magnetic flux linking the generator and if the associated circuit
has a sufficiently low impedance, the current and magnetic field can
build LIpto the point whore a substantial part of the kinetic energy
in the conductors is extrwted in the form of electrical power.
The first Dart of-this paper ta’es ~lpthe general properties of
explosive-driven generators --- the way they behave as circuit elements, the different types and their characteristics, the adaptation
to various load requirements and the operational peculiarities. The
last section deals with the areas in which generators have hecn and
can be used. As these topics are discussed, wc shall cite some of
the recent work in the field. The first four refercnccsl-4 cover
the fundamentals of explosive-clrivengenerators and most of the c!evclopme”,lts
up to 1970.

IWN[)A!lENTAJ.
FR.MIEWORK
The basic behavior of a generator can bc characterized by considering the simple one-loop circuit shown in Fig. 1. The generator
is reprcscntcclby a vali.ableinductance I,Gdriving a resistance R(t)
and a fixed inductive load A. Letting 1,lJCthe total circuit incluctance, we can witc the voltage equation for the loop as
;:

(LI) + 1{1= 0.

(1]

An equivalent form is
i=

(2)

-I(R + ~,(;)/L,

where the dot.n’>tationis USCCIto clcnotct.hct.imcclcrivative. The
of llq.2 yields
initial condition is I(0) = Io. Intcgriltiol]
t
I(t)

=

10 [l(O)/l,(t)]cx]~ {f

0

[R(t’)/L(t’)]dt .
1

The energy dclivcrcd to the i.nductanccA is
rA(t) = Eo[ww(t)]

[A/L(t)] Cxp

u

-2

t
o

(3)

[R(tl)/L(t’)]dt’ , (4)
1

3
1.2.
where E = %1.(0)
0

(5)

The power input to A is

PA(t) = -2EA(R + $)/L(t).
.

Since the generator inductance is decreasing,

Fig. 1;

Elementary generator c;rcuit.

“G

is negative.

LG represents the gcnc~at.or.

Several important conclusions can be drawn from these ~qlliltions. First, referring to Eq. 3 and viewing P as the 10wJ, we sce
that an explosive-driven generator is not WC?I1suitml to driving a
large resistance. The negative exponential tends t.osuppress the
current multiplication, I(t)/Io, upon which the generator dcpeT)cls
for extracting energy. %cond, wc may view R as rcpresentatjve of
the 10SSCS within the gcnerat.oritself, in which case the exponential equals the ratio of the flux at time t to the ini.tia]flux.
Flux 10SSCS can arise from field diffusion into the conductors and
trapping at points of sliding contact. The exponential enters the
energy equat!on squared, and thus the flux loss strongly i.nflucnc.cs
the energy multiplication, EA(’t)/Eo. Finally, two quantities arc
needed to describe a generator as a circuit clcmcnt: thc,init:al
inductance, which is rcaclilycalculated or mcasurwl, @
1,~1
(t, I).
ConsicleringIlq.2, we may include the loss term R in LG nnd obtain :1
good description of the generator. The current dcpcndcncc sometimes
is necessary to allow for fll]xcliffusionand ma};ncti(:
pressure
effects.
NC arc in a position to define some figures of merit for the
exp~osivc-c.irivcn
generator. The first is energy multiplication,
EJW = E(t)/Eo. Wc see from Ilq.4 that this quantity is dctcrnlincd
by the generator initial inductance, the load inductance and the
ln~i:y
applications, it is of grCat impor10SSCS. In addition, f(’1
tance to know how quickly this energy is delivered to the l,oild.
Therefore, we shall also dcfiilea power figure of merit PJV1,where

PFN = PA/EA = -2(LG + R)/L(t).

(6)

We see that this quant~ty, having units of reciprocal time, is determined primarily by LG and the circuit inductance. When multiplied
by the energy, the PFM gives the power input to the load inductance.
To be meaningful, both the EFlland PFM should he evaluated near the
end of the generator run.
Some source of initial magnetic flux is needed for the generator. The usual injection technique is to establish a current in the
generator circuit using a capacitor discharge. When the detonation
front reaches the input conductors of the generator, the circuit is
crowbarred and the flux trapped. However, i.tis quite feasible to
use other methods, for example, an external coil energized with a
capacitor bank or a DC current or even a system of permanent magnets.
If the weight of the total power supply is a consideration, it is
important which technique is chosen. In a series of experiments
conducted at Los Alamos, the effects of different injection techniques on the generator output were compared.
The tests in question were performed jn the course of designing
a power’supply for a rocket-borne plasma experiment.5 It was requircclto deliver several mcgajoules to the plasma gun within a
weight limitation of 250 kg. Since it is possible to store a higher
energy density in a magnetic field than in a capacitor dielectric, a
superconducting coil was employed to provide the initial flux for a
spiral generator. A scaled-down version of thu final generator and
coil system was built and tested. The coil was wrapped as C1OSC1Y
arourrcl
the generator as the cryogenic system would perwit. Rugers6
has dcscrihcd the Nb-Ti superconducting coil used in the experiments.
However, we also tested three other flux injection schemes using the
same tqcncrator. Referring to Fig. 2, curve A resulted from an jn-jcction coil wound on a phcnolic form and en~?:rj!izccl
by a capacitor bank.
For curve B, the e~tcrilalcoil was wound OJImetal components SiITIUlating the cryostat and the jnitial current.rjsetime was twice as
long as that for curve A. Curve C is the result of a test with the
Superconducting COilo l~orthe dn.shedcurve, the generator was fed
directly with the capacitor bunk, All the curves have been normalized to the same initial flux. These results suggest,that generator
performance improves as the risetirncfor flux ill~cctionincreases.
A comment should be made concerning,the width of the output conductors. TO extract a significant fraction of the kinetic energy
from the moving CO]ldLICtOrS,
it is necessary to have them do work
agajnst as high n magnetic pressure as possible. This requirement
implies high current clcnsiticswith consequent.heating and deformation of the conductors. A practical limit for surface current densities in the generator output is in the range 100-200 Wm,
clepcnding
on the rise’time. The width of the conductors often d~tcrrnincsthe
maximum current and, for a given load, the maximum cnr~gy that a

generator can deliver.
figure of merit.

The maximum current is anuLher important

Tires

Fig. 2.
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generator

Start
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Currents produced with four different fiux in~cction techniques using the same generator. The curves are normalize’
to the same initial flux.

A final point concerns the usc of more than one generator in a
circuit. I%cqucntly the initial energy source is not large enough
to provide the required current to the generator that drives t,lc
load. In this case, a boostm generator can be used in series with
the final generator to increase the total current and energy multi-plication. Initiation of the second generator is timed to occur
when the booster rcachcs maximum output. If a very high output
current is desired, several generators may IJCattached to the load
in parallel findtimed to run simultaneously. Alternatively, higher
voltages may be obtained by running several generators in series,
effectively adding the LGIS of the ensemble. The flexibility
offered by employing these techniques greatly enhances the usefulness of explosive-driven generators.

/’
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GENERATOR TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICS

It is convenient to classify explosive-driven generators into
five types --- spiral, coaxial, strip, plate and cylindrical implosion generators. This classification schcmc is by no means exhaustive, but it does include the varieties that have seen the most use
up to the present. Considerations of cost, high-voltage insulation
and availability of initiation systems usually e]iminat.cmore exotic
flcometrics.

~iral

Generators

The spiral or helical generator, illustrated in Fig. 3, has the
advantage ;f a large initial inductance packaged in a small volume.
The hollow armature i’sfilled with explosive, which is detonated at
the input end. The armature, usually made of aluminum or copper,
expands in a cone which moves at detonation velocity toward the
output . The input
is
crowbarrcclfirst. The contact point bet.wccn
the armature and the generator coil then moves in a hcli.calpath,
sweeping the flux ahexl. The great length of the path traced out by
the contact gives rise to considerable flux loss. Jlowcvcr,this
loss is offset by the fact that the initial inductance is roughly
proportional to the square of the number of turns and, therefore,
the length. The turns near the input usually have a small cross
section and :IYC C1OSC together since they do not carry much current
during the early part of the generator burn. At the output.end, t.hc
turns are paralleled and have a larger cros: section in order to
carry higher output currents.

Fig. 3.

Spiral or helical generator.

7

The spiral generator has by far the best H-N of the various
types for + iven volume owing to the large initial inductance.
I1owever, lLcf decreases drastically as the armature expansion approaches th; output and falls to less the]] 3 mQ during the last few
microseconds of run. As a result, the PF!!is less than 2 x 105
sec‘1 for a typical 100-nH load. The spiral.generator is often used
as a booster stage for generators having a larger }’F!!.
Antoni et al.7 describe a spiral generator which was used with a
fuse to drive a plasma focus. Some interesting preliminary work 1s
reported by Cnare et al.8 in which the generator coils are not destroyed.

Coaxial Generator
This generator is basically a coaxial transmission line in
which the inductance is changed either by imploding the outer conductor or exploding the inner conductor. l~igure4 shows the first
of these geometries. A ring of detonators at the input cnclinitiates the jacket of explosive. The current is parallel to the generator axis, and the flux lines encircle the inner conductor. The
reason for usually implodtng the outer c~nductor rather than exploding the inner conductor is that tne initial inductance may be
increased somewhat by making the center conductor smaller. Iiowever,
the final burn stage of a spiral generator is often very similar to
that of a coaxial generator with an exploding armature. The core
taper$ up to a larger diameter at the output cnd to increase the
current-carrying capacity. The 10SSCS arc less than those of the
helical generator, but its relatively low initial inductance compared to its volume makes it suitable oPly fb~ low inductance loads
requiring very large currents. The large smount of cxplosi~,’c
in the
jacket makes the outsidein zgonretryquite inefficient compared to
other gen~rator types. The \!.Glattainable with this gencrat.oris
t ically about 1 milnear burnout, corresponding to a }’l;!!
of about
T see-l for a load of 2 nil. Because of the cylindrical shape, the?
10
current-carrying capacity is high (about 100 hl.4
for a 30--cmconductor diameter, for example). The low initial inductance is usually
offset by employing a h ester g.encrator.
IrJPUT

,
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Fig. 4.

CONDUCTOR

POINIS

Coaxial generator with imploclin~ou’cr conductor. .

Strip Generator
The strip or planar generator (also referred to as a plane or
bellows generator) is depicted in Fig. S. Again, the explosive
train is initiated at the input end. T3e total burn time is similar
to that of the spiral and coaxial generators for the same length.
‘
This generator is essentially a strip transmission line in which the
inductance is varied by decreasing the strip separation. To increase the initial inductar,cewithout sacrificing current-carrying
capacity, the conductors may be narrow at the input end and wider at
the output. The initial inductance is usually greater than that of
the coaxial generator owing to the narrower effe:tivc width. The
current capacity is correspondingly less. The ]LG~ is typically
about 2 mflduring the last microsecond of run. ‘1’he
great advantage
of the strip generator is that it is much less expensive than the
other types. The driver plates can be made from stock sheet metal
using a shear and a brake. The explosive is often comnercial]y
availcble sheet explosive that needs no machining. As a result, the
planar generator is widely used. One interesting development i.sthe
minigenerator reported by Fowler et al.g Fields of 110 T have been
produced in a 10-mm-diameter load coil using less than 90 g of explosive. This technique makes it possible to perform high field
experiments in an environment very close to that of the laboratory.
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Strip or planar generator used for high field experiments.

Plate Generator
.—
The power output of any of the preceding generator types would
be greatly improved if the entire length of the armature could he
moved simultaneously. The inductance would dccreasc more rapicllyi.n
this case. Such an improvement hac been observed for coaxial generators. 10 The plate generator is such a modification of a strip or
planar generator. The crucial difference is that.a plane initiation

9
system is used to drive the plates simultaneously over their entire
areas. This type of generator is illustrated in Fig. 6. The initial inductance can be about the same as that of the strip ~ynerator, but ILGI is much greater. Based on our rcccnt efforts
to
develop and employ this type of generator, we provide the following
comments.
1“

d Ot

Initial

flux

lines
I

Fig. 6:

Plate generator with coil load. The explosj.vepads are,
initiated with a plane-wave syst.cm.

It i~ possible to change the time variation of the plate generator inductance in a simple way by varying the initial plate : paration at the input end. The variants are indicated-by the outline
drawings in Fig. 7. The corresponding changes in l#Gare shown in
Fig. 8. These results were obtained using a genctntor model that
takes into account most @f the physical l;roccssesoccurring in the
generator volume. The PF~lof the rectangular form is about 3 x 106
see-l with a 30-nH load. The compariso]iIwtwccn theory and experiment is illustrated in Fig. 9. The driver plates are 51 cm long,
15 cm wide and have a separation of 12.7 cm at the output end. The
voltage across a 30-nH load for 1 NA of i],itialcurrent is shown in
Fig. 10. This wide range of voltage available near the end of the
generator run has proved to be valunblc in our plasma focus exper;ments.s It is worth noting that if the rcct.angultir
version is
driven to maximum output (’v12 MA], the predicted energy in the load
is 2.3 W and the prcdictcd peak pnwr is 4 ‘W.
IN
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Fig. 7.
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TRIANGULAR

I

Variations of the plate generator arising from varying the
input plate separation.
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A comparison of the predicted generator behavior (solid
line) with experimental results (circles) for a 101.6-mm
input separation.
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Cylindrical Implosion Generator
The last type to be described is the cylindrical implosion generator, shown in Fig. 11. An initial magnetic field is induced
within a hollow metal cylinder called the liner. A ring of explosive around the liner is initiated on the periphery, driving the
liner inward toward the axis. There are two different moclcsof
initiation. In one, the explosive is touched off in a ring at one
end of the cylinder. As the detonation front.travels along the
length of the explosive, the field compression follows behind with
maximum compression occurring at different times at different points
along the axis. The second mode requires simultaneous initiation
over the surface of tileexplosive and provides almost simultaneous
cylindrical implocompression over most of the iincr length. ‘l’he
sion generator occupies an anomalous position with respect to the
others. Because all the conductor around the generator volume is
subject to the pressure of the detonating explosives, it is possible
tc reach surface current densities in excess of 1500 MA/m. Ilowever,
it is extremeiy difficult to transfer the energy to a load outside
the liner volume. One can place a small coil on the axis, but the
voltages induced arc very high and lead to insulation problems that

have not been solved. This generator has been used to proc!ucehigh
fields, which are v~eclin si~u. Hawke et al.12 have developed a
cylindrical implosion SySt6Till for use in the isentropic compression
of hydroEen to pressures above 200 GPa.

EXPLOSIVE

Fig. 11. Cylindrical implosion generator.
ated on the outside surface.

The explosive is initi-

PULSE SIIARPENTNGAND IF!PEDANCE!iATCHINf;
It is often necessary to alter the output of an cxplc vcdriven Kenerator for effective use. Here, we shall Jscrihc t.hrce
commonl~ used techniques fur applyin~ the generator output to a
1Oad . The first technique is the use of n ballast or shunt load and
a switch. Figure 12 shows a schvlat.icof lhe circujt.. Compared to
the effective rise time of most generators, the time required to
establish the initial current anclburn the explosive is very long.
!ianyloaclscannot tolerate a current flo~(ingthrough the circuit at
a low level for times ranging from 45 to 400 vs. Most plasma
devices fall into this category. A Si]tplc: solution js 10 provide an
the current.can flow
incluctance,the ballast loacl,through ~~hi(.h
until the generator is in the fast region of rise. The switch then
C1OSCS, connecting the load in parallel Ij’ith
the ballast inductor
across tilegenerator output. Because there is alw:.ysa limitation
on the current available, some sacrifice is entailed in leaving tho
ions, howevcw, OIICCan
baliast in the circuit. In many a]~pliCilt
choose I shunt 100cIwith an inductance low enough not to impair gencra.tormultip]ico ~ol]during the early p:lrt0{ the run l)lit. high
cnouch to ins~lrcth:ltthe load reccivc?sthe larger share of the
current after sw~~ching, The switch is usu:]llya det.o]~:~to}”nct~atccl
dielectric switch. There are also wuysj howcverj t.oarron:+cfor tho
moving conductors to effect tileclosure. Another option is to use
a voltage l)rcCakdown
switch.
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s WITCH

LOAD

Fig. 12. Equivalent circuit using ballast load and switch.

The basic fuse cjrcuit is shown in FiC. 13. Encr,gyis clcposited
in the fuse resistance, raising the temperature until the conductor
vaporizes. Then the rf?sistanccrises Very rapidly and shuts off the
arc two
current passing through the fuse leg of the circuit. ‘1’here
different ways to use a fuse. In the first, the fuse replaces the
ballast.load of Fig. 12. A low inductance package pcrnlitsgooc{multiplication during the earl”icrportion of the .generatourun. Timi.ilg
is arranEed so that as the load is switched in, the fuse vaporizes,
effectively removing the ballast from the circuit and prcventirlg
further drain upon the generator output. It appears feasible to
achieve this bchavii)rwithout losing much (?nc?rgy
in vaporizing the
conductor and without generating cxccssivcly high volt:ig!cs.‘l%c
current rise time in the load is the same as that of the generator
without the fuse.
SWITCH

LOAD

Fig. 13.

Nc{uivalcntcircuii.for fuse tccllnlquc.
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The second mode of operation uses the fuse circuit to sharpen
the current rise time relative to that of the generator itself.
!Iostof the energy is first stored in the fuse ind~ctance. Near the
end of the generator run, the fuse is designed to vaporize and
transfer to the load through the switch very quickly. There are
formidable problems associated with the high voltages produced because the vaporized fuse material must stand off these voltages.
Despite the problems, several groups have used the fuse to shorten
the rise time of spiral generators. Crawford and L)amerow13have
achieved a dI/dt of 4 x 1012 A/s and applied the technique to both
plasma focus devices and theta pinch coj.1.s.Norc rccefitly,
Azarkevich ct al.14 described experiments in which a ~enerator,
through a transformer and fuse, powered a 0.4-Q load. The current
rise time was 4 x 1011 A/s at 140 kA. Alltoniet al.7 achieved
3 x 1011 A/s at 2 MA.
Transformer coupling for most appljcat.ionsis employed iith high
impedance loads that require a high-voltage, low-current source
rather than the low-voltage, high-current.output typical of explosive-driven generators. The circuit of Fig. 14 shows a resistor as
typical of such a load. The principal difficulties arise in attempting to satisfy the mu;ually incompatible requirements of close
coupling between the primary and secondary of the pulse transformer
and f:oodvoltage standoff. In the transformer-fuse experiments of
Azarkevich et al.,14 voltages of 100 kV were achievccl. Villere and
Lucsscn15 obtained voltages of nearly 200 }(Vwith a 120-$?load using
spiral generators. Voitenko et al.~~ a]){]
l)jvnovet al.11 have used
pulse transformers to match explosive-driven $cncrators to inductive
loads, although the voltages achicvcd arc not stated. In work yet
to be published, we have producecl1.1 FW ncross a 2S-0 load using a
rectangular plate generator. ‘1’hc
pulse transformer used foil
windings and clielectricgrading techniql]os.

Fig. 14. Uquivalcnt circuit for pulse trmsformcr
matching.

impedance
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APPLICATIONS
Explosive-driven generators are very powerful and portable
power supplies. It is possible to obtain megajoulcs and terawatts
from a device that a person can lift. Bichenkov et al.]e speak of
firing explosive-driven generators in laboratory experiments.
Voitenko et al.19 dcscrib~ the confinement chamber used for such
experiments. In principle a generator can be used in any application that requires high pulsed power and ene~gy. In this section,
we shall take up some of the areas particularly suitcclto these
power sources.
The generation of high magnetic fields has been an important
application of explosive-driven generators. Used directly, fields
exceeding 100 T have been employed to investigate the spin-flop $?
paramagnetic transition in llnF 20 the excit.onspectrum in GaSe,
and the Faraday effect in NiO,‘2 Gd(P03)3,23 iron garncts24 and some
of the Zn(VI) compounds.25 Intense magnetic fields can also be used
to transmit pressure to a sample by surrc)~lncllnk
it.with a conductor
(500 T is equivalent to 100 GPa). Pavlovskii et al.26 have used
generators to investigate the compression of quartz up to 1S0 GPa.
Hawke et al.27 have measured the compression anclconductivity of
hydrogen and neon up to 300 GPa. lfanyof the possibilities utilizing these techniques have been recently discussed elsewhere.28
High power explosive-driven generators are particularly WC1l
suited to driving plasma devices. llanysuch experiments hav~?been
reported during the past decade. The companion survey paper of
Fowler et al.5 reviws these types of applications. Another poss~bility is the usc of generators to ~owcr ]Jartjclcbeam accelerators.
An imaginative scheme has hecn outllned by Ninterberg. 29 A Cylin..
drical implosion system was proposed as the SO--NVpower source. The
practical difficulties of sllcha system have hccn men~ionccl.
Pavlovskii et al.30 have built and operat.ecl
an aircorc bctatron with
An
electron
energy of 100 }IcVwas
a generator as the power source.
obtainecl. One megajoule was transferred to the bctatron coils. L(MV
impedance plasma diodes offer further opportunities. It should be
feasible to replace the Plarxcapacitor bank ancl perhaps
part of the
water line w~.than explosive-driven gc]lcralort.oproclucoa very high
energy e-henrnmachine.
The variety and capability of explosive-driven generators make
possible the testing of (’onccptsthat rcquir(?very high powers ancl
energies to establish pru)f of principle before making huge ca}~i.tal
investments. There arc several thcrmonuclcnr fusion schemes that
fall into this category, for example. Jt also may be time to establish a high field facility using exl]losivc-cll’ivc?l~
genc?riitorsfor a
systcmar.icand organized attack on the physics of materials at high
is a great w{~~!lth
of possibil:iticsthat
ficlclsand pressures. ‘1’here
have ycc to be touchod.
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